
Conduent™ Value+ Platform
Invoice-to-Cash Automation Software 

Conduent™ Value+ Platform is dedicated to reducing its clients’ 
Accounts Receivables and improving their Customer Service 
management.

Conduent™ Value+ is a user-friendly application for all employees 
involved in customer financial relationship management. It fills the 
functional gaps found in ERPs allowing you to manage your customers 
in terms of credit management, collections, disputes and deductions.

Our clients have enjoyed significant reductions in AR by collecting cash more effectively 
while also enhancing service levels through better communication and faster resolution 
of customer issues.

Credit Management

Conduent™ Value+ includes world-class functionality to set credit limits and monitor 
credit performance. This can be based on:

• Days overdue

• Value

• External credit scores

• Internal average payment performance

• Sales variability

Accounts Receivable Automation

Credit controllers and dispute managers use Conduent™ Value+ for their everyday 
activities. It supports them by segment-specific collection strategies configured in the 
software’s workflow engine to create automated actions such as diary events, reminder 
letters and statements.

Cash Allocation

Conduent™ Value+ is an innovative solution that revolutionizes Cash Allocation. Its 
primary focus is on helping find the allocation for incoming payments as quickly as 
possible and clearing them down to invoice level. Once this has been completed, 
Conduent™ Value+ then remembers the payment so that the match is made instantly 
the next time. In this way, over of 80% of cash received can be cleared down to invoice 
level automatically by 9am without any user intervention.

Coupled with its state-of-the-art Optical Character Recognition (OCR) functionality it 
can scan, read and process remittances, reducing the need for lockbox services.

Conduent™ Value+ was developed to 

dramatically improve the operational processes 

of collections and credit control departments, 

giving them total control of debt, increasing 

collector productivity and improving cashflow.

Benefits

• Reduction of overdue debt by 50%

• Cashflow improvement due to above

• Reduction in Accounts Receivable effort                 
by 20%

• Reduction in Cash Application effort by 70%

• Cash applied by 9am on the same day

• Combining collections and customer                  
service functions

• Reducing customer disputes through         
rootcause analysis

• Targeting at group down to individual level

• Improved customer service through rapid      
dispute resolution

• Rapid global reporting in a single system

• Reduced need for lockbox services
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Deductions (Short Payments) Management

A deduction occurs between a customer and a supplier when the customer refuses 
to pay all or part of the amount on an invoice. Conduent™ Value+ will automatically 
process deductions in one of three ways:

• Automatically matching short payments with credit notes or disputes

• Allowing fuzzy logic to give the collector options where matches are not perfect

• Placing true unidentified deductions in the collector’s diary

Dispute Management

The Conduent™ Value+ dispute and query management workflow functionality handles 
customer payment queries, disputes and complaints management. The functionality 
provides the interdepartmental integration, tracking and reporting essential for an 
accurate enterprise wide view of customer payment issues.

This functionality is available to collectors and other customer service users who may be 
identifying disputes and queries. The integration of customer services with AR provides 
a set of shared metrics, reporting and visibility across the processes. This means that 
AR collections is made significantly less complex and customer service processes are 
brought more in line with company objectives and customer expectations.

Business Intelligence Reporting

As Management Reporting — focused on the invoice to cash process — is seen as a 
key issue for international businesses, Conduent™ Value+ includes a sophisticated AR 
Management Dashboard. This enables transparency of AR performance across complex 
multinational organizations with multiple ERP systems, subsidiaries, products, currencies, 
locations and languages on a real-time basis.

Key points of the Management Dashboard include:

• Breadth and depth of reporting across any given period or currency by division, region 
or business unit and across receivables, payables and inventory.

• Ease of use — an intuitive graphics-based system that can quickly switch from 
company-wide overview to in-depth investigation.

• The Management Dashboard gives clients exactly the information they need through 
quick and simple customization by the individual user.

This allows clients to set targets for their teams, whether they are cash targets, DBO, 
DSO, % overdue or % activities resolved within SLA.

Global Reach

Conduent™ Value+ enables the consolidated management of AR and customer 
service processes. It acts as an overlay for existing client systems and takes data 
batch loads from all relevant systems across complex IT architectures. Users and 
managers are able to have a single operational and reporting view across regions, 
countries, segments, portfolios and customer levels.

Conduent™ Value+ is tailored to meet the needs of multinational organizations. 
It is supplied upon request in any major language with options to add additional 
languages. It is able to manage any currency requirements both at the transaction 
level (where one invoice, for example, can be in multiple languages) and at the 
reporting level (where users can choose in which currency to view reports).

Operational Processes

Direct translation of business needs into 
operational processes meaning that:

• Manual workarounds are eliminated.

• Each collection and dispute management task 
must lead to a business outcome – such as a 
promise to pay, cash collected or a resolved 
dispute – with no black holes.

Enhanced visibility at management and at 
operational level:

• Puts the emphasis back on cashflow.

• Provides granular performance management.

• Ensures the tracking of both internal                      
and external SLAs.

Effectiveness and efficiency are enhanced as:

• Users find that the software-facilitated processes 
lead to greater motivation.

• Communication is improved through automated 
messaging in escalation and resolution paths.

• Work is undertaken to pre-defined service levels.

Improved flexibility gives the ability to:

• Adapt processes based on the success of

previous policies.

• Adapt the collection and dispute policies to 
achieve company goals.

Client Feedback

“Conduent offered a hands-on approach, while 

guaranteeing the availability of the necessary full-

time external resources, especially at the beginning 

of the change process.” – Credit Director and Project 

Manager

“They created KPIs that were simple but important, 

and were easy-to-implement improvements over 

our traditional measurements. The achievement 

. . . has greatly supported best practice process, 

contributing to the achievement of improved 

Working Capital.” – Chief Financial Officer, Global 

Technology Company

“The most advanced Accounts Receivable software 

on the market today.” – Order to Cash Director, 

Global FMCG Company

“We delivered an additional cashflow improvement 

of around £100m within 18 months.” – Project 

Sponsor, Global Utility Cash Allocation


